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On the edge
Artists explore boundaries
in Joshua Treenial
By Leslie Shaw
Hi-Desert Star

A

rtists played with the
theme of the “event
horizon” — the point
of no return, the edge of
what we can experience
— and came up with work
that pushed boundaries for
the third annual Joshua
Treenial.
The Treenial — a collection of art exhibits and
performances — spread
over a wide area of the Morongo Basin but its heart
was in BoxoHOUSE, the
artist-in-residence facility
in Joshua Tree run by Bernard Leibov, founder of the
Joshua Treenial.
Leibov hosted 24 separate art installations spread
over the BoxoHOUSE
grounds and inside its gallery spaces.
Sonja Schenk was one of
the artists with an installation on the grounds. Her
piece, “Red Shift,” alluded
to the phenomenon in
space where far-off objects
shift into the red spectrum
of light. The black blocks
of Schenk’s piece were
made of discarded electronic packaging covered
in infrared paint. “When
photographed at night, the
infrared paint disappears
and the black structures
appear to be white,” she
explained.
The piece, according
to her website, “seeks to
explore the edge of the visible,” a place where appearances are deceiving.
The Art Queen in downtown Joshua Tree was also
a site for the Treenial, with
an installation titled “Resistance As Art.” Most of the
work carried a message of
conservation or protest.
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Sant Khalsa created this
kinetic sculpture inspired
by Tibetan prayer wheels.
It is made of blown glass,
etched glass and tiny glass
bottles with text, on a motorized pedestal.

One of the artists,
Shannon Johnstone, a
associate professor at Meredith College in Raleigh,
North Carolina, displayed
a heartbreaking set of photographs depicting kitten
euthanasia. Called “Discarded Property,” the work
protested the high rate of
pet euthanasia in Johnstone’s state.
Another artist, Matthew Willey, is the founder
of “The Good of the Hive
Initiative” and has committed to personally painting
50,000 honeybees in murals
and installation around the
world. The number 50,000
represents the number
of bees needed to form a
healthy hive.
Diane Best screened
her piece, “Singularity,” at
her downtown Joshua Tree
studio. Best prefers the
term “moving image work”
to “video,” but her shots are

Diane Best is a landscape painter, photographer and a videographer. She has purchased a studio in downtown Joshua
Tree and built a screening room in it. For her Joshua Treenial project, she created an art film called “Singularity.”
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Artist Matthew Willey,
founder of “The Good of
the Hive Initiative,” has
committed to painting
50,000 honeybees in murals and installations.

As part of the “Resistance
as Art” exhibit at the Art
Queen, Dana Ellyn is displaying this acrylic painting, “Cowbell, Dinner Bell.”

created in a digital format.
The piece is filled with
stunning time-lapse photography of clouds moving over
wide desert horizons juxtaposed against images of
black holes in outer space,
moving geometric patterns
and star charts. It starts
with an audio recording of

throat singing by a shaman
Charlyn.
Best’s piece held very
faithfully to the theme
of “Event Horizon.” “The
term relates to black
holes. It is the area
around a black hole and
considered the point of no
return,” said Best.
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Shari Elf stands in one of her “fun corners.” The show
at the Art Queen was called “Resistance is Art” and was
held partly to benefit Mojave Animal Protection.
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